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On page 13 Thompkins defines the dry static energy, and later mentions the moist static energy.
These are conserved variables that are the siblings of θ and θes, but defined for height instead of
pressure as a vertical coordinate.

1) Dry static energy

Start with the dry static energy:

hdse = hdryair + gz = cpdT + gz = constant (1)

for adiabatic processes, where hdryair (hd for short) is the enthalpy for dry air:

hd = ud + pdαd = (cvd +Rd)T (2)

2) A mixture of dry air, vapor and liquid

Once we introduce water vapor and liquid water, we’re dealing with a new mixture that can’t
be described by the ideal gas equation. It does have an enthalpy H (J). Consider the enthalpies of
a mixture of water vapor, liquid water and dry air, all referenced to absolute zero with all water
in liquid.

H = mdhd +mvhv +mlhl (3)

where m stands for mass, H is the total enthalpy (J) and hx ( J kg−1) is the specific enthalpy where
subscripts x = (d, v, l) respectively denote dry air, water vapor and liquid water.

What are hv and hl? Water vapor is an ideal gas, so

hv = uvv + eαv = cvvT +RvT = (cvv +Rv)T = cpvT + hv0 (4)

where the cvv subscript indicates the heat capacity of vapor at constant volume.
Why do we need the constant hv0? Because we are starting with a base state in which all the

water in the system is liquid. That means that we need to account for the energy required to break
the liquid bonds, as well as heat the vapor.

What about liquid water? It is less compressible than steel, so the pα term doesn’t enter, and
we have:

hl = clT (5)

where cl is the heat capacity for liquid water at either constant volume or constant pressure (same
number).

If we divide H through by the mass of dry air we get mixing ratios rv = mv/md and rl = ml/md.
liquid water and dry air.

h = cpdT + rvhv + rlclT (6)

Now add and subtract rvclT from (6):

h = cpdT + rlclT + rvclT − rvclT + rvhv (7)
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What’s the point of this? If we write hl = clT and rT = rv + rl then

h = (cpd + rT cl)T + rv(hv − hl) (8)

3) Enthalpy of evaporation: lv

Finally, we define the latent enthalpy of evaporation as the difference lv = hv − hl. This give
us the full form of the enthalpy for the mixture:

h = (cpd + rT cl)T + rvlv (9)

which is starting to look like W&H 3.72.
Does (9) obey a conservation law? dh is still the enthalpy, so we can insert it into the first law

and get:

qdt = dh− αddpd − αvde ≈ cpdT + d(rvlv) − αdp = cpdT + d(rvlv) + gdz = dhmse

where we’ve dropped the αve vapor term (not hard to put it back in if we need it, using the virtual
temperature.

4) The moist adiabat

So if qdt=0, then dhmse = 0 and hmse is constant along an adiabat.
Remember from the Internal energy notes that setting q = 0 in the first law meas that hdse is

constant, taking the derivative of a constant hdse gives the dry adiabatic lapse rate:

hdse = cpT + gz (10a)

dhdsd
dz

= 0 = cp
dT

dz
+ g (10b)

rearranging:

dT

dz
= Γd = − g

cp
≈ −9.8 K km−1 (10c)

Do the same for hmse to get the moist adiabatic lapse rate for saturated (cloudy) air:

hmse = cpT + lvrsat + gz (11a)

dhmse

dz
= 0 = cp

dT

dz
+ lv

drsat
dz

+ g (11b)

use the chain rule

0 = cp
dT

dz
+ lv

drsat
dT

dT

dz
+ g (11c)

http://clouds.eos.ubc.ca/~phil/courses/atsc405/text/internal_energy_notes.pdf
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rearranging

dT

dz
= Γs = − g(

cp + lv
drs
dT

) (11d)

5) Temperature dependence of lv

Here’s a result that falls out of the definition of lv:

lv = hv − hl = cpvT + hv0 − clT

or rearranging:

lv = (cpv − cl)(T − 273.15) + lv0

where lv0=lv(0
◦C) = 2.5 × 106 J kg−1.

From constants.m: cpv = 1870 J kg−1, cl=4190 J kg−1, so lv decreases and T increases (it takes
less energy to turn liquid into vapor).
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